
J Z U R I

E S S E N T I A L
O I L S

S U M M E R  2 0 2 1  C A T A L O G

Sweet Serenity
X with CBD Oil

Gorgeous,
glowing skin

Ahhhh-
mazingly
smooth
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J’Zuri Ignite – This is a Body oil for men. Men
need to take care of their skin too! Ignite
smooths the skin when used during showers, or
after a shower or bath. It has an exceptionally
light scent and will blend perfectly with his
favorite colon or stand alone. It helps avoid dry
skin and itching. The secret to this oil is the honey
that helps, protect, repair and prevent skin
damage.

Jzuri Brand

The secret to this
oil is the honey
that helps,
protect, repair and
prevent skin
damage.



SWEET 
SERENITY

RELAX

J Z U R I  B R A N D

For a relaxing, peaceful
evening, have an enjoyable
night with a Sweet Serenity
candle. This candle has the
same ingredients as the
Sweet Serenity Body Oil.
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She’s known as the Bishop, Many know her from the Queens For Life Social Media segments, and most recently she’s
been known as a prolific Author, but know she is the face behind the newly created  J’Zuri Brand Essential Body Oils,
and other impressive skin care products.
I am Dr. Jackie Gilbert-Grant. I am a Georgia native, and as the world knows southerners love to be in their kitchen,
and that where J’zuri Essential Body Oils got its start. Formulated right at home in the kitchen. Yes, starting from
and a dream, to a vision, to the kitchen! Connecting to one of the country’s most profound hair care Chemist,
certainly guided me in the right direction.
Tried and tested by some diverse women and men from across the country, I am excited to present J’zuri Essential
Body Oils to you. I stand behind this product 100%. You will be pleased how it works, to make you soft, to rejuvenate
the skin and make it beautiful to look at!!!
Make sure you order today. It will be shipped right out to you. I guarantee you will love it and come back for more…
Coming Soon: The J’zuri Lotion, The J’zuri CBD Oil, J’zuri Body Scrubs, and the J’zuri Perfume!!!!
J’Zuri simply means “Just Beautiful”!!!

THE WOMAN BEHIND THE BRAND
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DR. JACKIE GILBERT-GRANT



PINK ICE

$ 1 6 . 5 0  –  $ 2 5 . 0 0

a special floral blend that allows you to smell sweet and yet soft. The smell of sweet

Jasmine is the dominant floral fragrance that you will smell. Its, rich in emollients, with a

touch of vitamin E which helps to rejuvenate your skin and lighten scars. Enjoy the great

feel this oil gives after bath or shower.



SHOP WITH US
We've added new items to our shop.

Visit our website to see our latest collections.

Pink Ice - $16.50 - $25.00 | Sweet Serenity X- $45.00  | Sweet Serenity - $16.50 - $25.00 |

J'Zuri Bliss - $16.50 - $25.00 | Ignite $16.50 - $25.00

24 Karat - $16.50 - $25.00 | MORE COMING SOON

JZURIBRAND.COM



SWEET SERENITY X

$ 4 5 . 0 0

J’zuri Sweet Serenity X with CBD Oil – This powerful and healing blend of oils and CBD

oil is in extraordinary demand among our products. The CBD oil comes from the

Cannabis plant and has become a popular alternative for numerous conditions. This

massage oil contains no THC which is the compound that produces the “high”. But

once you rub this amazing oil on your areas of pain it has been combined with other

high powered essential oils to bring relief to pains such as arthritis, backaches,

certain forms of neuropathy, headaches, and so many other body aches and pains.

Generously rub the affected areas for best and fast results.



J’Zuri Bliss

$ 1 6 . 5 0  –  $ 2 5 . 0 0

Has a glossy, satiny feel. It hydrates the body and helps you to feel refreshed. This light

oil messages over the skin with ease. It is slow penetrating, which allows your fragrance

to last. Great all for Athletes, and those who vigorously workout. The alluring fragrance

last most of your workday. This oil contains Lavender which benefits the skin helps to

lighted and reduce wrinkles.



Sweet Serenity

$ 1 6 . 5 0  –  $ 2 5 . 0 0

An amazing calming oil that is great for anxiety. Blended with various mints and other ingredients

can also be used for reducing stress, and perfect for rubbing the temple for headaches. A good

head to toe with this soothing oil will aid in giving you a good night sleep. This oil has been proven

to help children with ADHD. The blends in this oil helps keep children calm. It can be inhaled, as

well as s being applied in certain areas (wrist, behind the ears, bottom of feet) help with mental

focus and helps increase energy..


